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We have structured the document in 4 sections:

2.
3.
4.

Our Vaccine is based on mRNA technology: we encode the structure for the full length spike 
Coronavirus protein on mRNA and bring this genetic information to human cells. Upon 
intramuscular injection, the cells uptake the information and intracellular machinery 
expresses the spike protein. At no time do we handle active virus, nor use adenoviruses and 
thus can produce multiple products in the same manufacturing plant.

With our proprietary optimization process, CureVac's vaccine technology secures both high
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CureVac will manufacture un to 
company needs

The Oujecuve is iu nave db inucii vaccine ai nanu wiien u is puienudiiy— 
approved.

We exoect to soend ud tol

This latter figure will depend on the dose that is established in the 
clinic ana consequent needed dilution.

Assuming the ootimum dose determined in the clinical trial is he batches
produced

this certainly depends on tne concrete dose per vaccination finally determined on the 
basis of the clinical data.
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In the short run, CureVac will present the vaccine in a

Should the vaccine be successful, the Company will <

As previously discussed, discussions with 
onlv to

This pre-investment would then to be 
will be made available in the market.

The aim is not

when the vaccine

2.

Thû ovnove to shortly start Regular exchannpe with thp
authorities has ΗρΙπργΙ thp rnmnanv dpfinp thp 

iirevac nas reached out to
To be sufficiently powered, it is expected mat sucn 

_________ The company expects this international trial to 
notentiallv_________________ CureVac has started the oreoaration

3.

CureVac needs support now on:

4.

CureVac would recognise the
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We understand that the EC has an

We look forward to exchanging at your earliest convenience,

Yours Sincerely,
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